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We acknowledge that Shepparton
Music Week will take place on the

lands of the Yorta Yorta Peoples and
we acknowledge all eight clan groups

of the Yorta Yorta Nation. We
acknowledge and pay respects to

them, their elders and all Traditional
Owners past, present and emerging

and acknowledge that their
Sovereignty has not been ceded.



Shepp Music Week is a new, week
long celebration of music and
includes a mix of free music

workshops and live music events
scheduled across Shepparton. Our

focus is to bring the rich and diverse
community that is Shepparton

together through music and to foster
the growth of a strong music

community in our region.
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ANITA LARKIN

NEIL MORRIS

JAMIE LEA

REE PERIC

Neil Morris is proud First Nations man of the
Yorta Yorta people with connections to the Dja
Dja Wurrung, Ngurai Illum Wurrung and
Wiradjuri. Morris is robustly forward thinking
driven by a strong decolonial lens whilst also
bringing his strong First Nations lineages into
his work as both a creative and within the
business realm. 

Jamie is the founder and owner of JL

Productions which specialises in creating

unforgettable experiences for event

attendees and musicians alike. JL

Productions is the force behind iconic local

events, The Winter Sessions, The Secret

Garden Gigs, the Numurkah Foodbowl

Festival and more.

OWNER/DIRECTOR, JL
PRODUCTIONS & HIRE

SENIOR PROJECTS ADVISOR,
MAV | CREATIVE CITY
COORDINATOR, GSCC |
FUNDRAISING &
DEVELOPMENT, POD STUDIO

REGIONAL MUSIC
COORDINATOR, MUSIC
VICTORIA

DRMNGNOW | STILL
HERE ARTS & CULTURE

Anita is an experienced creative producer

and cultural development worker living on

unceded lands of the Yorta Yorta people

in Shepparton. She has over 25 years of

experience in the arts

Ree is a 20 year old artist with roots deep within
Fiji, Croatia and Uganda. Born in Australia, she
grew up in Uganda before moving back to
Shepparton in late 2014. Ree works across
various mediums including visual art,
performance, song-writing, music production
and programming
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WORKSHOP
FREE | Developing Music Environments
on Indigenous Land

TUE. 8TH
WORKSHOP
FREE | Artist Development Intensive  

WED. 9TH
WORKSHOP
FREE | Event Life: An Industry Dis-
cussion about Festivals in Regional Vic

5 - 8 pm at The Connection
7287 Midland Highway, Shepparton

5.30 - 9 pm at Point of Difference Studio
3/6 MacIsaac Rd, Mooroopna

5 - 8 pm at JL Productions Headquarters
12 Hoskin St, Shepparton
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FRI. 11TH
LIVE MUSIC
$20 + BF | The Push All-Ages Tour 
Kaiit, KIAN, Aprilis, Vince the Kid +
Mistykid
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THU. 10TH
WORKSHOP
FREE | Finding Community &
Creating Platforms 

5.30 - 8.30 pm at Riverlinks Studios
70 Welsford St Shepparton

5 - 10.00 pm live at Victoria Park Lake
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SAT. 12TH
WORKSHOP 
FREE | Isaiah Firebrace: Beyond
Workshop 

LIVE MUSIC
FREE | Baiyiya Yapaneyepuk –
Song Together
Isaiah Firebrace, Bricky B,
Shanikwa AJ, Lillie Walker + DJVM.

LIVE MUSIC
$15 + BF | NEWPRINT BLOCK 30
MLRBN, Calculated Risk, DJ Star
+ Yungkily
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P
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K
3- 4 pm at Riverlinks Eastbank
Studio 1, 70 Welsford St, Shepparton 

5 - 8 pm at Riverlinks Eastbank
70 Welsford St, Shepparton

10 pm - late at Skkybar
275 Wyndham St Shepparton
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http://www.mlbrn.com.au/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/5d1Win3wWqpPix2QneVwLk
https://www.facebook.com/djstarcole24
https://www.instagram.com/yungkily/?hl=en


DEVELOPING MUSIC
ENVIRONMENTS ON
INDIGENOUS LAND

Live music: DJ Rivity Rascal + Lillie Walker 
Welcome to Country: Wulumbarra  

Brady Jones, In conversation with Neil Morris 

When Yorta Yorta people moved to
Shepparton in 1939 after walking
off the Cummeragunja Mission to
the flats, the practice of music
amongst First Nations peoples had
been severely affected by colonial
impacts. These impacts related to
the strictness of mission conditions
which prevented cultural practices
in traditional forms from
continuing. 

However, gradually there has been
an increasing participation by First
Nations people within music. This
has been through work which is as
compelling as it is world class.
First Nations peoples have not only
increased their participation in
music, but have been thriving on
many levels within the music
sphere. Their vital work is linked to
80,000+ years of storytelling
traditions. Now, numerous
indigenous communities are
beginning to flourish. 

This growth is building momentum
through the increasing awareness,
value and place of First Nations
and other marginalised groups
across society. As a result, there
is a widespread challenging and
deconstructing of systemic
oppression and discriminations.

Whilst there is still a long way to
go, now is a time of powerful
change and transformation. It is
an important time to consider
what it means to build music
environments on Indigenous Land.
How does this occur in a way that
is considerate of First Peoples’
important position on their own
lands? 

It is critically important that the
value of song for Indigenous
people, which has played a pivotal
role for thousands of years on
these lands, is understood.
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Bricky B is a proud Yorta Yorta, Yenbenna, Hip Hop spoken word
artist. He has been writing lyrics and poetry since he was 17
years of age. For a long time it was just lyrics and poetry on pages
until he started incorporating his voice and instrumentals, then
his lyrics turned into story’s. From 2015 Bricky B has performing
live across regional Victoria at events such as Land of Plenty
Festival, Hitch to the Sticks and various events particularly on
Yorta Yorta country. . More recently Bricky B has been more
recently breaking into the broader music market in Melbourne
with his emotionally honest and powerful live shows capturing
audiences attentions at events such as Moomba Festival in 2019
and Melbourne Music Week in 2021

BRADY JONES 

Neil Morris is proud First Nations man of the Yorta Yorta people
with connections to the Dja Dja Wurrung, Ngurai Illum Wurrung
and Wiradjuri. Morris is robustly forward thinking, driven by a
strong decolonial lens whilst also bringing his First Nations
lineages into his work as both a creative, and within the business
realm. His work is driven with a strong advocacy focus for First
Nations sovereignty and has been key in sparking conversations
relating to this within a music context in recent years across so-
called Australia. His work has been underpinned by conceptual
thinking around how we can move forward in just and innovative
ways on Indigenous Land. This has led to Neil's development of
Still Here Arts and Culture which is anchored around building
culturally nurturing spaces that centre the power of Indigenous
song and culture within programming, mentoring and
development. This links into his work in Radio where he
championed First Nations music on RRR Radio from 2017-2021
with show, Still Here which featured Indigenous music from
across the globe. His work also spreads into the artistic domain
with his project DRMNGNOW where much of his work comes
together with content which has challenged the status quo in so
called Australia in a way which has called for a greater
acknowledgement and awareness around First Nations culture
and rightful place.

NEIL MORRIS

Still Here Arts & Culture | DRMNGNOW

Bricky B
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Rivity Rascal is a First Nations artist based on Yorta Yorta
Country with songwriter, producer and DJ skills. He has been
creating music for over five years and performed at events
such as Land of Plenty Festival, Lakeside Hustle, Many Pasts
Lead to Now, Block 30 and more. Rivity Rascal has experience
in a range of genres and is inspired by diverse sources such
as Dr Dre to Alexander Desplat. Rivity Rascal has a particular
interest in film score based composition and how music can
create atmospheres and experiences through this medium. 

DJ RIVITY RASCAL 

Lillie Walker is a Year 10 student at Goulburn Valley
Grammar School in Shepparton, Regional Victoria. A proud
descendant of the Yorta Yorta people along the Dhungala
(Murray River) and Kuku Yalanji and Girramay people of Far
North Queensland. Lillie is a vocalist and enjoys singing big
ballads including songs written in Aboriginal language. Lillie
has performed at various festivals and events across
Victoria, with the highlight of her singing career performing
for Uncle Jack Charles at his 76th birthday celebration.

LILLIE WALKER 

In Yorta Yorta language, Wulumburra means Communal Fire.
Wulumburra’s vision is to develop and sustain just that. A
sense of fire to energise and connect community to be both
empowered and grow in a way which honours all the
sacredness of which we descend from as First Nations
peoples. We are based on Kaieltheban Land, in the
Shepparton-Mooroopna area of Yorta Yorta country and are
community members who have lived our lives in this area and
worked closely within our sacred custodial landscapes as
Yorta Yorta people . As traditional owners, with extensive
experiences within various Indigenous Cultural programs, we
have a strong interest in key areas in providing programs
across Yorta Yorta country. Wulumburra is focused on re-
establishment of holistic and integrated planning and
management approaches to the practice of culture that is
connected to thousands of years of cultural legacy. 

WULUMBARRA  
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Workshop Speaker: Syrene Favero
Photographer: Lilah Benetti

Are you an artist looking for
support to kick-start or boost your
musical career? Do you need a
professional head-shot and bio to
help you promote yourself? 

In the Artist Development
Intensive, Syrene Favero and Lilah
Benetti will mentor emerging
artists through an intensive
development workshop which will
support participants and empower
them on their artistic journey.

Serene and Lilah will give you the
music business tools you need to
get to the next stage of your
career, 

Create a bio, get a professional photo +
upskill as an emerging artist.

ARTIST
DEVELOPMENT
INTENSIVE 

 including an understanding of
creative direction, developing
social media strategies and
leaving you with the start of your
very own electronic press kit
(EPK) including a bio and
professional photo.

Serene and Lilah will also give
you a behind-the-scenes
overview of the music industry
and ideas for how to get your
music out there.

This workshop has a strictly
limited capacity and there only 20
spots available for local
musicians.
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Lilah Benetti is an award winning multidisciplinary creative,
filmmaker, social media strategist and storyteller, working with the
BIPOC diaspora to create powerful visual content. 

Lilah is an award winning ARTIST and DIRECTOR; a creative
storyteller of diverse narratives that challenge cultural and gender
binaries to reflect a modern Australia, seeking to re-frame their
audience with a combination of strikingly bold, colour soaked visuals
and tender portrayals (The Guardian 2021).

From an early age Lilah developed a heightened sense of social
awareness and a deep understanding of the call-and-response
relationship that exists between people and their environment;
examining ways in which internal and external factors work together
to create states of being.  

Lilah gained recognition for the Documentary Film/Photography
series ‘Easy Ghana’ (2018), which explored the nuances of the Black
diaspora reflected through an observational practice in the city of
Accra, Ghana, winning the 2020 Peoples Choice Award at the
Ballarat International Foto Biennale.

Lilah’s more recent works include a short film collaboration with
Aēsop (Sydney Flagship Launch Installation 2020), Directing suite of
commercials for ASRC World Refugee Day Telethon (SBS 2021), and
a film for Artist Beci Orpin and Keen Japan Footwear (2021).

Syrene Favero is an intuitive creative mentor known for working
with young artists in development, is a passionate communicator,
centres music as the healer and creates incredibly inclusive,
supportive and safe spaces for young people to thrive.

SYRENE FAVERO 

LILAH BENETTI

Artist, Writer, Creative Producer
and Filmmaker

Award Winning Photographer
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https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2021/jun/08/it-took-every-cell-in-my-body-to-the-edge-on-black-tenderness-in-australian-art
https://www.lilahbenetti.com/limitededitionprints
https://www.lcimelbourne.edu.au/news/lilah-benetti-gradfoto-2020-peoples-choice-award
https://gopher-mauve-ap5c.squarespace.com/Lilah%20is%20an%20award%20winning%20Filmmaker%20and%20Artist;%20a%20creative%20storyteller%20of%20diverse%20narratives%20that%20reflect%20a%20modern%20Australia,%20seeking%20to%20re-frame%20their%20audience%20by%20combining%20strikingly%20bold,%20colour%20soaked%20visuals%20and%20tender%20portrayals.%20(The%20Guardian%202021).%20%20From%20an%20early%20age%20Lilah%20developed%20a%20heightened%20sense%20of%20social%20awareness%20and%20a%20deep%20understanding%20of%20the%20call-and-response%20relationship%20that%20exists%20between%20people%20and%20their%20environment;%20examining%20ways%20in%20which%20internal%20and%20external%20factors%20work%20together%20to%20create%20states%20of%20being.%C2%A0%C2%A0%20%20Lilah%20gained%20recognition%20for%20their%20Documentary%20Film%20and%20Photography%20series%20%E2%80%98Easy%20Ghana%E2%80%99%20(2018),%20which%20explored%20the%20nuances%20of%20the%20Black%20diaspora%20reflected%20through%20an%20observational%20practice%20in%20the%20city%20of%20Accra,%20Ghana,%20winning%20the%202020%20Peoples%20Choice%20Award%20at%20the%20Ballarat%20International%20Foto%20Biennale.%20%20Lilah%E2%80%99s%20more%20recent%20works%20include%20a%20short%20film%20collaboration%20with%20A%C4%93sop%20(Sydney%20Flagship%20Launch%20Installation%202020),%20Directing%20and%20Producing%20a%20suite%20of%20commercials%20for%20ASRC%20World%20Refugee%20Day%20Telethon%20(SBS%202021),%20and%20a%20film%20for%20Artist%20Beci%20Orpin%20and%20Keen%20Japan%20Footwear%20(International%202021).%20%20Lilah's%20most%20recent%20work%20is%20a%20short%20film%20titled%20%E2%80%98TINASH%C3%89%E2%80%99%20(18%20mins,%202021)%20which%20has%20been%20nominated%20%E2%80%98Best%20Live%20Action%20Australian%20Short%E2%80%99%20at%20the%20Dendy%20Awards%20with%20the%20World%20Premier%20at%20Sydney%20Film%20Festival%20in%20November%202021%20and%20additional%20screenings%20to%20be%20announced%20later%20this%20year.%20%20Lilah%20is%20currently%20freelance,%20working%20in%20both%20commercial%20and%20independent%20projects%20from%20home%25
https://asrc.org.au/telethon/
https://vimeo.com/546330058


EVENT LIFE 

Panel Speakers
Arti Desai - The Push All Ages Tour | Freeza; Adam Palmer -
The Euroa Music Festival; Jamie Lea - The Dookie Quarry,
Secret Garden; Richard Moffat - Groovin’ The Moo

Facilitated by Shaun Adams - OK Motels 
Live music: Madi Colville Walker

An Industry Discussion about Festivals 
in Regional Vic 

We all love festivals right? Who
doesn’t? There’s nothing quite like
front row views, with the crowd
behind you, singing every word to
every song and the energy of
hundreds or thousands of people
connecting with the music all at
the same time. 

But have you ever wondered how it
all works? What does it take to get
a festival to happen? Who are the
humans behind the scenes? Is it
fun? Is it the dream job? Do you
just get to hang out with the bands
and have one big party backstage?
Come and join us for this rare 

opportunity where you (the 
 punter, the musician, the aspiring
festival director) gets to ask the
hard questions. Hear the stories
and talk all things event life with
the people behind some of
regional Victoria’s greatest
events.
 

Hosted at the JL Productions &
Hire Warehouse, with live music
before and after the panel from
Madi Colville Walker – a rising
star of our region, with her
acoustic guitar in hand, she’s sure
to melt your heart with her
originals. 

Shaun has had the pleasure of working with everyone from
Powderfinger to Nick Cave to Peking Duk. It is not lost on him
that these opportunities have been presented to him through
his role in the success of Karova Lounge, Ballarat. Still at the
heart of Shaun’s passion for music, is the relationship music
plays in connecting people and communities, particularly in
regional areas.

SHAUN ADAMS 
Festival Programmer, OK Motels
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Aarti is a lover of live music who has been working across the
fields of community, contemporary music and creative industries
in government and not-for-profit organisations for the last 10
years. Currently, she works for youth music organisation The
Push as the Training and Development Manager, helping young
people find their feet within the music industry. 

AARTI DESAI

ADAM PALMER

Jamie is a passionate advocate for all things community and
creative in the Goulburn Valley and beyond. Jamie has grown to be
the face of local events, cultivating, encouraging and empowering
individuals in their creative pursuits for over a decade. Jamie is the
founder and owner of JL Productions which specialises in creating
unforgettable experiences for attendees and musicians alike. JL
Productions is the force behind local events, The Winter Sessions,
The Secret Garden Gigs, Numurkah Foodbowl Festival and more.

JAMIE LEA 

Rich Moffat got his first job booking bands in pubs at age 17, and
spent several decades programming artists for venues such as The
Punters Club, Corner Hotel, Northcote Social Club and more. In the
early 2000s, he started programming festivals, including
Queenscliff Music Festival, Falls Festival, Groovin' the Moo (2010-
current), Parklife and Splendour in the Grass. He has recently
taken on the role of Programming Coordinator at mainFM. 

RICHARD MOFFAT 

Training & Development Manager,
The Push

Festival Programmer, Groovin The
Moo Program Coordinator, mainFM 

Owner/Director JL Productions &
Hire 

President, Euroa Music Festival
Committee
Adam is a lifelong music fanatic. Having established venue,
Northern Republic in 2019 he was keen to attract more visitors to
the town. Adam pulled together music lovers from Euroa and
established the Euroa Music Festival. Despite COVID challenges the
inaugural event was a success boasting a diverse line-up of
emerging artists. The event was awarded best event in
Strathbrogie Shire in 2021. 
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FINDING
COMMUNITY &
CREATING
PLATFORMS

Panellists: Kush Kuiy, NOMAD, Ree, Titan Debirioun
Performances: Ree, Yungkily, Titan, NOMAD, Jacki Tut

Conversation and Live Music

How do you find and create a
music community? Where do you
go to connect with like-minded
people and how do you navigate
the sea of resources and support
out there to support your creative
journey? 

For many young people music, art,
culture and creativity are essential
for survival. Creativity thrives in
community and yet in this
contemporary, post-pandemic
world, many young creatives are
doing it alone, hungry for
connection and communities of
support and inspiration. 

Taking place during Shepp Music
Week, this session features talks
and performances by some of
MAV’s NEWPRINT producers who
are creating new, live music
scenes in their local areas. 

Hear about their experiences of
collaboration, growing culture and
community and building new self-
determined platforms for young
black and brown voices. 
 
The event will include a panel
discussion as well as some special
live performances of their own
original works.
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Damon Paraha, AKA NOMAD, was born and raised in “Burn City”
Australia to Maori/Samoan parents. His biggest influences are J.
Cole, Jay-Z and Kanye West. Citing his uncles purchase of a
MacBook as the starting point of his rap journey, NOMAD uploaded
his first project, the “Fixtape Vol. 1” in 2017, which would be
engineered by @IconicBeats, the eventual co-founder of The
Movement Recording Company. In 2018, Nomad would join the Stir
It Up crew with a role in the Mark Hellinger directed “Talent Show”
short film, where he would also debut his first official single, “An
Unexpected Variable”. That same year he would go on to win the
Push Start Regional Finals, resulting in a Grand Finalist spot at St
Kilda Fest 2019 where he would win The Push/APRA Songwriters
award. In 2019 he has released his second official single, “This
Moment”, a collaborative effort with J.B.T and @IconicBeats in the
production seat this time. In November of 2019, the 'Wassup' artist
dropped his first EP, “Intermission”, which is the first EP released
under The Movement Record Company."

NOMAD

Independent producer/artist/writer/curator and avid bird
watcher - she often calls herself a “Creative Alchemist” for short.
Kuichiang “Kush” Kuiy is a second generation Australian of South-
Sudanese heritage. She is of the Nuer nation in the Upper Nile
region and a proud cie-wang woman. Kush’s artistic practice is
very personal, she is experimental in exploring how she can
manipulate different mediums to reflect her third-culture
experience; connect with her cultural heritage; and the natural
world.

KUSH KUIY

Ree is a 20 year old artist with roots deep within Fiji, Croatia
and Uganda. An artist living and working on the traditional
lands of the Yorta Yorta people. Born in Australia, she grew up
in Uganda before moving back to Shepparton in late 2014. Ree
works across various mediums including visual art,
performance, song-writing, music production and
programming. She is passionate about working with her
community and forming creative expressions through all types
of music and art.

REE
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TITAN
Titan Debirioun is a South Sudanese social justice advocate and
recording artist from Melbourne's outer western region,
dedicated to continuing the exploration of art as a means of
protest - he's become a champion for change, adamant on
advancing the weight of minority voices by becoming a voice
himself. 

Yungkily is an African Australian artist and Producer who
began his journey after joining a collective of local artists
Heard Instinct in Shepparton in 2019. He made his stage debut
with Heard Instinct at the Land Of Plenty Festival in Shepparton
sharing massive energy with the crowd. Yungkily is a talented
artist with skills across music, sound design and production,
but it’s his bold commitment to integrity that sets his work
apart. He is working hard with a goal to inspire other young
ones and put his City on the musical map.

YUNGKILY

South-Sudanese Australian artist from deep in Melbourne’s
South-East suburbs. Not seeing herself as belonging to any
single genre, Jacki instead moves through RnB, Soul and Hip-
Hop to cultivate her sound. Jacki’s often sombre textured songs
are guided by her blunt lyrical prowess, drawing inspiration
from her experiences of navigating young adulthood.

JACKI TUT
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ISAIAH
FIREBRACE
Beyond Workshop 

Yorta Yorta / Gunditjamara artist,
Isaiah Firebrace has become one
of the most recognised names in
music across the country.

In this workshop, Isaiah will share
his incredible journey in music.
He'll focus on the importance of
following your dreams and how to
overcome barriers - especially
those that affect young people in
small communities such as
Shepparton.

ISAIAH FIREBRACE
Hailing from just outside Melbourne, along the banks of the
Murray River, Isaiah first stepped into the spotlight in 2016
when he was crowned winner of the eighth season of The X
Factor Australia. Since then he’s grabbed global attention for his
#1 single ‘It's Gotta Be You’, which is now certified Platinum in
Australia, 2 x Platinum in Sweden, Gold in Norway and Gold in
Denmark.

2017 was a big year for Isaiah; he performed in the 2017
Eurovision Song Contest Grand Final with his single ‘Don’t Come
Easy’, toured nationally with his friend & mentor Jessica
Mauboy, and completed his first European press junket with
stops across Scandinavia, the U.K., Belgium, and France. Isaiah’s
music has been streamed over 200 million times worldwide.

Isaiah will talk about being a young
Indigenous boy in a country town
and what it took to become a
recognised and acclaimed singer.
He'll chat about winning "The X
Factor" and representing Australia
at Eurovision. 

None of it was easy, and Isiah will
share it all in this exclusive
workshop.

.
** Please not this event is aimed at people
age 21 and under. 
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BAIYIYA
YAPANEYEPUK
SONG TOGETHER

Baiyiya Yapaneyepuk translates to
Song Together in Yorta Yorta
language. 

Baiyiya Yapaneyepuk is all about
song being shared. Song being
shared together, generated by
kinship systems that are linked to
many thousands of years of
connection to this land and to the
culture that it is connected to. 

Baiyiya Yapaneyepuk is an event
that will give both a glimpse into
the future, and a special offering of
the now, featuring a line-up of
some of the most exciting
emerging Yorta Yorta talent from
the local region alongside more
established artists. 

The line-up brings together DJVM – 
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FREE | Live Music Event

a Yorta Yorta, Dja Dja Wurrung,
Wiradjuri woman who will DJ
throughout the event, offering
selections of First Nations sounds.

We’ll then hear from the powerful
Shepparton based emerging star –
and Yorta Yorta, Kuku Yalanji woman
– Lillie Walker. 

Lillie will be followed by talented
Yorta Yorta, Bundjalung songwriter,
Shanikwa AJ. And then onto local
Yorta Yorta hip hop and spoken word
artist, Bricky B . 

Headlining this event is the exciting
and captivating talent that is 2016 X
Factor winner, Isaiah Firebrace
(Yorta Yorta , Gunditjmara). 



ISAIAH FIREBRACE 

SHANIKWA AJ 

LILLIE WALKER 

BRICKY B 

Yorta Yorta , Gunditjmara 

Yorta Yorta

Yorta Yorta , Bundjalung

Yorta Yorta , Kuku Yalanji 

Yorta Yorta, Dja Dja Wurrung, 
Wiradjuri

DJVM
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NEWPRINT
BLOCK 30

A one off special party closing the first ever Shepp Music Week featuring
MLRBN one of the finest in Australia’s urban music scene right now
bringing the old the new and everything in-between, Calculated Risk
new wave hip hop artists from Melbourne’s outer north, DJ Star keeping
it hype with all your favourite hip hop, drill and rnb tunes, and The
African Titan Yungkily. 

Don't sleep on this one, tickets are very limited.
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DRILL | AFRO | HIP HOP | RNB NIGHT

MLBRN DJ STAR

YUNGKILY CALCULATED RISK

http://www.mlbrn.com.au/
https://open.spotify.com/artist/5d1Win3wWqpPix2QneVwLk
https://www.facebook.com/djstarcole24
https://www.instagram.com/yungkily/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/yungkily/?hl=en



